
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

MOD. ELITE

EXECUTIVE DESKS
The desks are rectangular in shape, they are available in three 
types:
= with pedestal
= with pedestal and 1 PCU compartment. The compartment can 
be equipped with an optional shelf or "A" insert.
= with extension, always to be completed with a "B" type insert 
available in 2 different materials. (Melamine, wood essence)
The desk top and side are available in two levels of finishes:
1- Melamine: made of melamine-faced 35 mm thick wood particle 
board panels, perimeter finished with 2 mm thick ABS edge to
match the surface.
Available in: DARK POPLAR 63, LIGHT POPLAR 64.
2- Wood essence: made with particle board panels with a
minimum thickness of 35 mm, plated on both sides (or counter
plated for the bottom part of the tops) with pre-compound wood 
veneer 0.6 mm thick, surface painted matt 5 gloss acrylic open
pore. Perimeter finished with 1,5 mm thick veneer   edge to match 
the surface.
Available in the following colours: CLASSIC EBONY 25, MODERN
ELM 26, CANALETTO WALNUT 27.
Under the top there is a channelled structural beam suitable
for wiring and equipped with 2 USB "charger A+C" placed on
the head and with 3 sockets kit (SCHUKO or UK sockets) to be
inserted along its side. The beam is made of metal sheet 1.2 mm
thick, bent and painted with epoxy powder black colour. The
fixing under the top, on the side and on the drawers / extension
by means of metric pitch screws.
The side of the desk is equipped with levelling feet in black nylon.
The coupling between the work top and the supporting side
takes place through 45° processing and fixing with mechanical
metal joints.
The modesty panel is made of particle board panels 25 mm
thick in BLACK 51, perimeter finished with 0,45 mm thick ABS
edge to match the surface. The modesty panel is connected to
the side and the pedestal or extension, using metric screws and
mechanical joints.

EXTENSION AND STRUCTURAL PEDESTALS
Internal structure and plinth made with particle board panels 18 
mm thick in BLACK 51, perimeter finished with ABS edge 0,45 
mm thick in the same colour as the surface. Black plastic slides are 
inserted under the plinth.
End sides and top made with particle board panels 25 mm thick 
in BLACK 51, perimeter finished with 2 mm thick ABS edge in the 
same colour as the surface. These elements join together with a 
45° cut.
The internal structure of the drawers is made with particle wood 
panels 12 mm thick in BLACK 51, perimeter finished with black 
ABS edge 0,45 mm thick. The drawers are equipped with a press-
open system, they slide on mini-square steel ball bearing rails 
with stop-end opening and soft-closing.
The drawer fronts are available in two levels of finishes:
1- Melamine: made of melamine-faced 18 mm thick particle
board panels, perimeter finished with 2 mm thick ABS edge in the 
same colour as the surface.
Available in: DARK POPLAR 63, LIGHT POPLAR 64.
2- Wood essence: made with particle board panels with a
minimum thickness of 18 mm, plated on both sides (or counter
plated for the bottom part of the tops) with pre-compound wood 
veneer 0.6 mm thick, surface painted matt 5 gloss acrylic open
pore. Perimeter finished with 1,5 mm thick veneer   edge to match 
the surface.
Available in the following colours: CLASSIC EBONY 25, MODERN
ELM 26, CANALETTO WALNUT 27.
For the extension, an RFID type electronic lock complete with

master and user cards is available as an option.

TYPE "A" INSERTS (optional for pedestal unit with PCU 
compartment) AND "B" FOR EXTENSIONS
Available in two different finishes:
1- Melamine: made of melamine-faced 12 mm thick particle
board panels.
Available in the following colours: BLACK 51, DARK POPLAR 63,
LIGHT POPLAR 64.
2- Wood essence: made of particle board panels with a minimum 
thickness of 12 mm, plated on both sides with pre-composite
wood veneer 0.6 mm thick, surface painted matt 5 gloss acrylic
open pore. 
Available in the following colours: CLASSIC EBONY 25, MODERN
ELM 26, CANALETTO WALNUT 27. 

COFFEE TABLES
The coffee tables are square or rectangular:
- L. 60 x p.60 x H.41,7 cms
- L.120 x p.60 x H.41,7 cms
The paneled structure is made with particle wood panels 18 mm
thick melamine-faced, available in BLACK 51, perimeter finished
with 0,45 mm ABS edge.
The top is available in two levels of finishes:
1- Melamine: made of melamine-faced 35 mm thick wood particle 
board panels, perimeter finished with 2 mm thick ABS edge to
match the surface.
Available in: DARK POPLAR 63, LIGHT POPLAR 64.
2- Wood essence: made with particle board panels with a
minimum thickness of 35 mm, plated on both sides (or counter
plated for the bottom part of the tops) with pre-compound wood 
veneer 0.6 mm thick, surface painted matt 5 gloss acrylic open
pore. Perimeter finished with 1,5 mm thick veneer   edge to match 
the surface.
Available in the following colours: CLASSIC EBONY 25, MODERN
ELM 26, CANALETTO WALNUT 27.

MEETING TABLES
The tables are square or rectangular:
- L.140 x p.140 x H.75 cms
- L.240 x p.120 x H.75 cms
They are all equipped with cable lifting carters placed adjacent to 
the supporting sides.
The tops are available in two levels of finishes:
1- Melamine: made of melamine-faced 35 mm thick wood particle 
board panels, perimeter finished with 2 mm thick ABS edge to
match the surface.
Available in: DARK POPLAR 63, LIGHT POPLAR 64.
2- Wood essence: made with particle board panels with a
minimum thickness of 35 mm, plated on both sides (or counter
plated for the bottom part of the tops) with pre-compound wood 
veneer 0.6 mm thick, surface painted matt 5 gloss acrylic open
pore. Perimeter finished with 1,5 mm thick veneer   edge to match 
the surface.
Available in the following colours: CLASSIC EBONY 25, MODERN
ELM 26, CANALETTO WALNUT 27.
All the tops have a hole for insert the top-access (supplied
separately). 
Under the rectangular table top there is a channelled structural
beam suitable for wiring. The beam is made of metal sheet 1.2
mm thick, bent and painted with epoxy powder black colour. The 
fixing under the top and to the sides by means of metric screws.
The sides, always in BLACK 51, are made of particle-wood panels
35 mm thick finished with 2 mm thick ABS edge in the same
colour as the surface and fitted with black nylon levelling feet. 
The coupling between the work top and the supporting sides
takes place through mechanical metal joints.

COMPOUND MEETING TABLES
The tables are rectangular:



- L.420 x p.140 x H.75 cms
- L.490 x p.140 x H.75 cms
- L.560 x p.140 x H.75 cms
They are all equipped with cable lifting carters placed adjacent to 
the supporting sides.
The tops are available in two levels of finishes:
1- Melamine: made of melamine-faced 35 mm thick wood particle 
board panels, perimeter finished with 2 mm thick ABS edge to
match the surface.
Available in: DARK POPLAR 63, LIGHT POPLAR 64.
2- Wood essence: made with particle board panels with a
minimum thickness of 35 mm, plated on both sides (or counter
plated for the bottom part of the tops) with pre-compound wood 
veneer 0.6 mm thick, surface painted matt 5 gloss acrylic open
pore. Perimeter finished with 1,5 mm thick veneer   edge to match 
the surface.
Available in the following colours: CLASSIC EBONY 25, MODERN
ELM 26, CANALETTO WALNUT 27.
All the tops have a hole for insert the top-access (supplied
separately). 
The end sides, always in color BLACK 51, are made of particle-
wood panels. 25 mm finished with a 2 mm thick ABS edge trim in 
the same color as the surface and fitted with black nylon levelling 
feet.
The central base, always in color BLACK 51, is an inspectable
wire manager type column with sides assembled with a 45 ° cut
and an opening door, all 25 mm thick. The terminal and central
bases are connected by double backs of thickness mm.18, color
BLACK 51, finished perimeter with abs edge mm. 0:45. Between
the two backs are placed 18 mm thick shelves, with the same
characteristics, used for cable collection.
The coupling between the work top and the supporting sides
takes place through mechanical metal joints.

TOP ACCESS FOR MEETING TABLES
Available in two types: without and with electrical sockets. Made 
of painted aluminum in the finish BLACK.
Equipped with a dual opening system for access to the cable tray 
below or, in the second version, to the electrical sockets supplied. 
Both types are equipped with a black dust brush.

SHELVES WITH BOISERIE PANEL
They are equipped with concealed hangers for fixing to the wall.
 Composed of two parts:
--Rear wall panel made of particleboard 18 mm thick melamine 
faced in BLACK 51 edged in ABS 0,45 mm thick in the same colour 
as the surface.
- Shelf made of 35 mm thick wood particles bordered on the
perimeter with the same colour edge, available in two different
types of materials:
1- Melamine: in the colours: DARK POPLAR 63, LIGHT POPLAR 64.
2- Wood essence: in the colours: CLASSIC EBONY 25, MODERN
ELM 26, CANALETTO WALNUT 27.
The shelves are also available in the version with integrated LED
strip.

SUSPENDED CABINET
Structure equipped with concealed hangers for fixing to the wall. 
It consists of: base, top, two sides, back and is made of particle 
board wood panels melamine faced 18 mm thick, available in 
BLACK 51, perimeter finished with 0,45 mm thick ABS edge.
Doors available in two versions of finishes:

1- Melamine: made of melamine-faced 18 mm thick particle
board panels, perimeter finished with 2 mm thick ABS edge in the 
same colour as the surface.
Available in: DARK POPLAR 63, LIGHT POPLAR 64.
2- Wood essence: made with particle board panels with a
minimum thickness of 18 mm, plated on both sides with pre-
composite wood veneer 0.6 mm thick, surface painted matt 5
gloss acrylic open pore. Perimeter finished with 1,5 mm thick

veneer   edge matching the surface.
Available in the following colours: CLASSIC EBONY 25, MODERN 
ELM 26, CANALETTO WALNUT 27.

MONOLITHIC CABINETS
Structure consisting of: base, top, two sides, back (18 mm thick 
inserted in milled section) and shelves.
It is made with particle wood panels 25 mm thick melamine-
faced, available in BLACK 51, perimeter finished with 0,45 mm 
ABS edge.
The internal structure of the large drawers is made with particle 
wood panels 12 mm thick in BLACK 51, perimeter finished with 
black ABS edge 0,45 mm thick. The sliding guides, equipped with 
a press-open system, are made of metal mini-square type and run 
on steel balls with a stop-end opening and soft closing. They are 
also complete with a closing alignment mechanism.
Fronts and doors
The doors are available in the following types: hinged or sliding 
opening.
The hinges for the hinged doors , in titanium color, are of the wing 
type with metal box with 110 ° opening, complete with bases, 
with 3D adjustment, and with soft-closing cushioning system.
The sliding doors move on aluminium profiles painted black, 
applied frontally to the structure through concealed mechanical 
fasteners, and are equipped with nylon wheels on steel ball 
bearings with a recall device for the cushioned and silenced 
closure.
None of the doors of the monolithic containers is equipped with 
lock.
All doors are available in three versions of finishes (for drawer 
fronts the first three):
1- Melamine: made of melamine-faced 18 mm thick particle
board panels, perimeter finished with 2 mm thick ABS edge in the 
same colour as the surface.
Available in: DARK POPLAR 63, LIGHT POPLAR 64.
2- Wood essence: made with particle board panels with a
minimum thickness of 18 mm, plated on both sides with pre-
composite wood veneer 0.6 mm thick, surface painted matt 5
gloss acrylic open pore. Perimeter finished with 1,5 mm thick
veneer   edge matching the surface.
Available in the following colours: CLASSIC EBONY 25, MODERN
ELM 26, CANALETTO WALNUT 27.
3- Glass: 4 mm thick tempered back-lacquered sheet mounted on 
a black painted concealed extruded aluminium frame.
Back-lacquering available in : BLACK 10 and LONDON GREY 71.
Top and final sides are made with particle board panels 18 mm
thick melamine-faced, perimeter finished with 2 mm thick ABS
edge in the same colour as the surface.
Available in BLACK 51. Height adjustable feet in nylon are inserted 
on the base, adjustment range 15 mm.

LOW, MEDIUM AND HIGH CABINETS
Structure consisting of: base, top, two sides, back (18 mm thick 
inserted in a milled section) and shelves.
It is made with particle wood panels 18 mm thick melamine-
faced, available in BLACK 51, parimeter finished with 0,45 mm 
ABS edge. Height adjustable feet in black nylon are inserted on 
the base (4 on cabinet L.45, 5 on cabinet L.90), with an adjustment 
range of 15 mm.
The wooden drawers are equipped with sides in 12 mm thick 
wood fibre covered in black PVC, the bottom is in fibre with a 
thickness of 3 mm. The sliding guides are of the metal type with 
nylon bearings with end-stop in extraction and self-closing.
Shelves made with particle board panels 25 mm thick melamine-
faced, available in BLACK 51, perimeter finished with ABS edge 
0,45 mm thick in the same colour as the surface. They are 
equipped with concealed hardware. They can be positioned in 
height with a 32 mm pitch.
Fronts and doors available in two versions of finishes:
1- Melamine: made of melamine-faced 18 mm thick particle



board panels, perimeter finished with 2 mm thick ABS edge in the 
same colour as the surface.
Available in : DARK POPLAR 63, LIGHT POPLAR 64.
2- Wood essence: made with particle board panels with a
minimum thickness of 18 mm, plated on both sides with pre-
composite wood veneer 0.6 mm thick, surface painted matt 5
gloss acrylic open pore. Perimeter finished with 1,5 mm thick
veneer   edge matching the surface.
Available in the following colours: CLASSIC EBONY 25, MODERN
ELM 26, CANALETTO WALNUT 27.
The hinges , in titanium color, are of the wing type with metal box 
with 110 ° opening, complete with bases, with 3D adjustment,
and with a soft-closing cushioning system.
The low and medium-sized wooden doors are equipped with a
locking blade, the high ones with rotating rods with 2 locking
points.
All locks have a removable cylinder and are supplied with a
double anti-accident folding key.
Handle with "Bridge" shaped design, made   of metal with center
distance 96mm, available in BLACK colour.
The glass doors are complete with lock, without handle, with
perimeter frame in black painted aluminium (concealed) and
back-lacquered tempered glass 4 mm thick in: BLACK 10, GREY
LONDON 71.

TOP AND FINAL SIDES
They are made with particle board panels 18 mm thick melamine-
faced, perimeter finished with 2 mm thick ABS edge in the same 
colour as the surface. Available in BLACK 51.

PACKING
All components are supplied disassembled and packaged with 
a foldable triple-cardboard box, perimeter protection strips 
and filling where necessary. The corners are protected, where 
necessary, with anti-impact protective corners. The packaging is 
closed by adhesive tape and heat-sealed nylon strap.
The pedestals are supplied assembled, protected on the sides 
with polystyrene corner pieces and packed with heat-shrink 
polyethylene leaf.
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